
 
 
ENGLISH ACTIVITY: AN E-MAIL FROM UGANDA 
 
 
Name:          Group: 
          Date: 
 
 
 
 
You have received an e-mail from three girls from Uganda, asking for your tutorial. It 
seems they liked it very much! 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



OPTION 1 (Easy):  

There are some words missing. Fill in the gaps with an appropriate word from 
the box. 
 
 
 
 
 

aerophone   labels   online   
Barcelona   green   line   A   bottles   
English   higher   re   old   song   

scale 

 

Hello Abbo, Sanyu and Nangoma! We are Pere, Carles i Maria from Terrassa. We are 

13 years_______.  

Terrassa is a city near __________, in Catalonia. I am attaching a map for you!  

Here, we speak Catalan and Spanish and we study ________ at school.  

Below, you will find the steps to construct a water ___________. It is very easy! 

First, you have to find 8 _______ of the same size. 

Secondly, clean them all and remove the ________. 

Then, by adding water little by little, try to find a low C/do to start the ________. Then, 

continue to find the other notes.  

Remember, the more water you put in, the _______ the sound of the note, 

and bear in mind that the ________ tuner ( www.tunerr.com ) will help you.  

It’s fun and funny! When the note you play is correct the note in the screen changes to 

_________. 

When all of the notes are ok, put a label on the bottle exactly at the ________ of the 

water, and write the name of the notes: 

(C=do / D=___ / E=mi / F=fa / G=sol / ____=la / B=si) 

 

Now you can play your music! And please,....send us your _____. We want to hear it! :) 

 
  



OPTION 2 (Medium) 
There is a word missing in each sentence. Fill in the gaps with an appropriate 
word from the box, and then put the sentences in the correct order (1-13). 

aerophone   labels   online   
Barcelona   green   line   A   bottles   
English   higher   re   old   song   

scale 

 

Then, by adding water little by little, try to find a low C/do to start the _______. 
Then, continue to find the other notes.  
 

It’s fun and funny! When the note you play is correct the note in the screen 
changes to ________. 
 

Terrassa is a city near _________, in Catalonia. I am attaching a map for you!  
 

Below, you will find the steps to construct a water _________. It is very easy! 
 

Now you can play your music! And please,....send us your ________. We want 
to hear it! :) 
 

First, you have to find 8 ________ of the same size. 
 

Remember, the more water you put in, the ________ the sound of the note, 
 

Here, we speak Catalan and Spanish and we study ________ at school.  
 

and bear in mind that the ________ tuner ( www.tunerr.com ) will help you.  
 

When all of the notes are ok, put a label on the bottle exactly at the _______ of 
the water, and write the name of the notes: 
 

Secondly, clean them all and remove the ________. 
 

Hello Abbo, Sanyu and Nangoma! We are Pere, Carles i Maria from Terrassa. 
We are 13 years ______.  

 

  (C=do / D=___ / E=mi / F=fa / G=sol / ___=la / B=si) 



OPTION 3 (Hard) 

In groups of three, write them a letter back. You can use the following points and the 
vocabulary word list: 
 

1. Tell them a little bit about yourself. Who you are, where you come from, which 
languages you speak, or whatever you consider interesting. 

2. Explain, step by step, how to construct your instrument to them. 
3. Finally, do you have any questions for them? About Uganda? About their 

music? Search a little bit of their culture and their music on the Internet. 

VOCABULARY 

SUBSTANTIVES 

Bottle Ampolla Centilitre (UK) 
Centiliter (US) 

Centilitre 

Drink Beguda Kitchen weighing 
scale 

Bàscula de cuina 

Step/s Pas/sos Gramme (UK) 
Gram (US) 

Grams 

Frequency Freqüència Funnel Embut 

High note Nota aguda Syringe Xeringa 

Tuner Afinador Label Etiqueta 
Low note Nota greu Scale Escala (musical) 

Lowest note La nota més greu Weight Pes 

Highest note La nota més aguda Size Mida 

  Amount Quantitat 

 
VERBS 

 
To add Afegir To record Gravar / Enregistrar 
To remove Treure To attach Adjuntar 
To tune Afinar To fill Omplir 

 
ADJECTIVES 

 
Empty-ies Buida/es Full Plena/es 

 
OTHERS 

 
    
    
    
 


